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Book Excerpt:
CJ moved closer to the truck and crouched out of the passenger’s sight.
Hal moved his gaze back to the cab.
Tom motioned at the driver to step down.
The grimy-clothed man stepped out, keeping both hands raised. He turned his head, spat, and snuck a glance
to his right.
The passenger door flew open. An employee with a silver hard hat—a ponytail spilling from behind—erupted
from the cab and swiftly swung a shotgun into position, aiming at Hal. The freshly blued, sawed-off barrels
glinted in the sunlight.
CJ yelled, “Hal … gun … get down.”
Every movement turned to slow motion, CJ’s instincts taking over. He centered the .40 caliber S&W at the
embroidered patch on the worker’s coverall-clad back. “Drop it,” he yelled.
The shotgun roared the second it came to a nearly flat position, pointing at Hal. Overhead the gulls screamed
at the horrifying explosion.
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Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 1) by Mr. C. G. Haberman
The pall of death hangs over two distinctly different valleys separated by eighteen-hundred miles. One a
modest, unknown channel drained by a small cool-water stream and the other a magnificent gorge carved by
a roaring river that separates two states. Unknown to a man, tormented by loss and intensifying anger, both
valleys hold his fate.
A bloody mist suddenly fills a truck cab. It is not the shot but the seconds after that begins change for
criminal investigator CJ Hand. Beset with his recent loss and pent-up anger he takes leave from a tangled
bureaucratic mess. Trying to find self-worth he agrees to help friends by probing the accidental drowning of a
friend's son. The image of an uncomplicated investigation is quickly shattered. CJ encounters a maze of
deadly circles surrounding the death. He begins unwinding hidden tentacles of political power and personal
greed gripping Elm Creek valley.
Affecting his personal life are two intellectual and intuitive women who help him come to grips with what he
has been running from, or toward, for a decade. DEADLY CIRCLES is a fast-paced novel exposing the ugly
underbelly of insidious criminal activity.
Cold Coffee/Book Marketing Global Network 5 Star Review
Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel is a fast-moving fiction crime mystery that enchants the reader with breath
taking descriptive beauty with possible environmental struggles within the Great Plains of the USA.
The main character, CJ Hand was born in Hand County, South Dakota. As a criminal investigator CJ Hand
takes the reader on a vivid pictorial trip down the winding rural roads of Nebraska into the small towns where
life and love among other things thrive with a cast of over 40 characters. The dialog flows very smooth and
this reviewer can visualize this book series becoming an excellent made for TV series.
Enjoy the descriptive beauty of the landscapes and relate with the rural folks going about their daily lives. Just
keep in mind that nothing is perfect and even here there festers a quiet under tone of mystery, personal and
political greed, crime and an unexplained death.
Haberman weaves a tale that keeps the reader turning the pages with descriptive artistry like in this quote: “A
breeze whispered through the pine and cedar trees as he entered the small acreage. Colored lichens dotted
gravestones and the stately old trees. He moved from grave to grave reading the inscriptions. Several large
round, prairie-hay bales rested in the warm autumnal sunshine in the east half of the cemetery, devoid of
headstones. CJ squatted down, grasped a handful of loose hay, examined the dried vegetation, and rolled it
between his palms. The earthy, redolent grass brought a melancholy rush. The death of a friend’s son brought
him here and a tragic farm accident united him with the woman he loved. He stood in the earthly solitude,
stillness within him. A wind gust interrupted the moment. An important task lay ahead.”
I endorse Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 1) and you can follow this book up with Mill Creek
Malice (Volume 2) as the series continues to unfold under the mastery of author C. G.
Haberman. Review by Cold Coffee/Book Marketing Global Network.
https://bookmarketingglobalnetwork.com/category/c-g-habermans-books/
Genre: Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Spies & Politics, Assassinations, Crime Fiction
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C. G. Haberman was born and raised in south-central Nebraska. For ten years he taught the biological
sciences in two Nebraska high schools. He left education to take a position with the Nebraska environmental
agency and over the next ten years moved through the ranks. His positions took him throughout Nebraska
while working on surface and groundwater quality issues, wetlands, and a uranium mining proposal.
After Nebraska, C. G. worked in Washington and South Dakota, expanding his environmental work into the
areas of enforcement, air quality and hazardous and solid waste. Before retiring he returned to teach for ten
more years as a community college instructor and as an adjunct at a liberal arts college in Hastings, Nebraska.
Using his education and experience, he involved students by presenting real-life issues through ProblemBased Learning and hands-on field experiences.
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